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A 

1- came up        2- show up          3- point out          4- talked - over            5- blow up      6- throw- away 

B 

1- grown up           2- ended up         3- put together             4- turned on     5- pushed up 

  6- found out            7- come up with     8- brought out         9- catch on 

C 

1- pick up   2- get out        4- ends up        6- pushes up  7- set off 

 8- goes off   9-  jumps up  10- comes off 
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D 

2- call it off         3- carry it out            4- switched it on             5- get along with him 

6- keep away from them      7- put it back   8- take them off 

9- wake her up        10- work them out 

E 

A. 

1- Concluding sentence 

2- undoubtly, the Russels’ kitchen is one of the pleasantest and best planned thay I’ve ever 

seen 

B. 

1- Topic sentence 

2-  Thus, the computer has really speeded up the check out process in stores 

F 

 1- a       2- b          3- d       4- c             5- c 

6- b 7- b      8- a  9- d         10- c 

11- (c) turned out→ turned down 

12- (d) the bus off → off the bus 

13- (a) hold up→hold on 

14- (c)set off→ set up 

15- (c)looking over→ looking for 
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A 

1- F        2- T          3- T                     4- F            5- T         6- F 

B 

1- intervene   2- consecutive  3- soar   4- vicinity            5- evacuated      6- inundate 

C 

a- 5  b- 3  c- 1  d- 4  e- 6  f- 2 
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D 

2- The sun was shining 

3- He picked up the key 

4- Plastic bottles and cardboard boxes 

5- She was carring a large shopping bag 

6-Cows in the Hindu temples 

7-The coffee room is not available 

8-Whose dress I wore yesterday 

9-Getting me a banana 

10-I’m the managing director of the company 

E 

1- 

a.Too general 

b.Too specific 

c.Just right

2- 

a.Just right

b.Too general 

c.Not complete
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F 

1-b 2- d    3- a           4- d              5- c 

6- a 7- d    8- b 9- c             10- a 

11- (d) thunder→ the thunder 

12- (a) the dogs → dogs 

13- (d) universe→the universe 

14- (a) a magazine→ the magazine 

15- (c)a car→ the car 
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A 

2- profound influence     3- immense power       4- fragile glass        5- elegant resturant        6- awsome view 

B 

1-  raving   2- lisp 3- sloppy 4- spurts   5- manifests              6- enhance 
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C 

2- One 200-year-old dining room table 

3- Eight velvet-covered dining room chairs 

4- Two century-old Tiffany lamps 

5- One silver-platedsamover 

6-Two hand-carved mahogany beds 

7-Two 150-year-old rocking chairs 

8-One hand-woven persian carpet 

9-One hand-written manuscript 

10-Four hand-painted serving dishes 

D 

2-In picture1, there is a tall , thin man, but in picture 2, there is a short , fat man. 

3-In picture1, the man is wearing a long , narrow tie, but in picture 2, the man is wearing a short , wide tie. 

4- In picture1, there is a short , wooden fence, but in picture2, there is a tall , metal fence. 

5-In picture1, there is a fat , old woman, but in picture2, there is a thin , young woman. 

6-In picture1, there is a small , white dog, but in picture2, there is a big , black dog. 

7-In picture1, there is a small , black lether bag, but in picture2, there is a large , white plastic bag. 

8-In picture1, there are two tall pine trees, but in picture2, there are two small oak trees. 
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E 

2- Basketball players can run fast 

3- Crossword puzzles are good for improving our mentality 

4- Country music is popular in our country 

5-Rainy days can increase accident rates for several reasons 

6-Riding a motorcycle is less popular than driving a car 

7-Good students have become increasingly progressed 

8-Owing more than one car indirectly has effect in increasing traffic jams 

F 

  1-  c 2- a 3- b            4- d 5- c 

6- d            7- b   8- a 9- c            10- c 

11- (b) large,new→ new large 

12- (d) citizen-initiating → citizen-initiated 

13- (a) two first→first two 

14- (b) gray,short→ short,gray 

15- (c)three-hours→ three-hour 
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A 

A B C 
1 4 5 

2 5 1 

3 6 2 

4 1 6 

5 2 3 

6 3 4 

B 

1-  retorted              2- eschewed 3- vulgar 4- lessen           5- chagrined               6- inevitable 
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C 

2- Whoever talked to the boss about Carlie 

3- Where Charlie is now 

4- When Charlie is going to be arrested 

5- When the money was stolen 

6-What will happen to Charlie 

7-Whether Charlie is a thief or not 

8-We have a big-time embezzler in our company 

9-What you think about this news 

D 

2-  that school’s curriculum should include a strong sports program 

3-  what students can do to become a team member 

4-  whoever is interested in a sport and tries hard 

5-whatever training is necessary 

6-that training is difficult 

7-what he has to do 

8-where he belongs to 

9- what it feels like to be a  team player 
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E 

1 

1-  topic sentence               2- major      3- minor 4- minor     5- major 

     6- minor 7- minor                      8- major    9- minor 10- minor 

2 

 1-  topic sentence             2- major       3- minor  4- minor     5- minor 

6- major 7- minor   8- minor       9- minor        10- minor 

F 

   1-  a 2- d 3- d         4- b 5- c 

   6- a 7- c 8- a           9- d 10- b 

11- (d) what are their spending habits→ what their spending habits are 

12- (a) what → that 

13- (d) do we need→we need 

14- (b) which→ that 

15- (a) that→ if 
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A 

1- cry → f 

2- throw → b 

3- dull → d 

4- saves → c 

5- bush → e 

6- built → a 

B 

1-  pursuit              2- elusive      3- invader           4- enrollmens        5- devastation          6- irritability 
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C 

2- that a lot of teachers don’t want to teach 

3- that we are there to learn 

4- that he/she is there to teach 

5- that she wouldn’t tolerate any nonsense 

6- she is there to help us as much as she can 

7- that the whole system needs to be changed 

D 

2- that Ramona take an X-ray 

3- that Greg apply a cold pack 

4- that Samantha apply cortisone cream 

5- thatMatthew immediately be hospitalized 

6- that Ronnie drinks less coffee 

E 

1. 

7→of course, Ms. Lewis, the history teacher was pretty bad, too 

2. 

5→the English language has changed somewhat since Shakespear’s time 

7→Television also offers people such things as squiz and variety shows 
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F 

 1-d                       2- a      3- c     4- c             5- b 

6- a 7- d 8- d        9- b 10- c 

11- (d) it is→ is 

12- (a) the tuberculosis → tuberculosis 

13- (d) off→ across 

14- (c)a lightning→ lightning 

15- (c)brick new→ new brick 
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A 

1→ discussion 

2 → murder 

3→complaint 

4 → marriage 

5→ proposal 

6→ issue 

B 

1. 

a.perceptible 

b.perception 

c.perceptive
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2. 

a.validity

b.validated

c.validly

3. 

a.restricted

b.restrictions

c.restrictive

4. 

a.introverted

b.introvert

c.introvertion

5. 

a.correlative

b.correlates

c.correlation

6. 

a.mystifying

b.mystifies

c.mystification
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C 

2 → e 

3 → g 

4 → h 

5 → a 

6 → f 

7 → b 

8 → d 

D 

2- most of which could have be avoided 

3- half of which are longer than 40 days 

4- 71 percent of whom think people in power take advantage of others 

5- 14 percent of whom achieve scores of over 130 on IQ tests 

6- people more than half of whomare under 64 years of age 

7- all of which yield more nutrients when lightly cooked than when raw 

8- much of which is junk food 
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E 

1.House construction in various parts of the world depends mainly on the availability of building materials

a.(resatement) 

b.(summary) 

2. House construction in various parts of the world depends mainly on the availability of building materials

a.(resatement) 

b.(summary) 

F 

 1- a   2- d      3- c        4- a    5- b 

 6- d 7- b 8-c   9- a 10- a 

11- (a) whom→ who 

12- (c) that → which 

13- (a) for that→for which 

14- (a) is spoken→ which is spoken 

15- (c) to where→ in which 
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A 

1→ unleashed 

2 → mandatory 

3→virtually 

4 → ultimate 

5→ summit 

6→ incentive 

B 

1. 

a.enthusiastic

b.enthusiasm

c.enthusiast
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2. 

a.globalize

b.globally

c.global

3. 

a.moderately

b.moderation 

c.moderator

4. 

a.margin

b.marginally

c.marginalizes

5. 

a.fatally

b.fatalities

c.fatal

6. 

a.coordination

b.coordinator

c.coordinate
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C 

2 → because 

3 → since 

4 → though 

5 → as 

6 → while 

7→ because 

8 → because 

9 → because 

D 

2- so- he began to shout 

3- so- she could hardly walk 

4- so- everyone heard it 

5- such- he need to consult a doctor 

6- so- I wanted to cry 

7- so- she couldn’t go on her vacation 

8- such- she needs it all the time 
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E 

1- No one was suprised at Jesse Owen’s success in the 1936 olympics because he had done something 

even more remarkable a year earlier 

2- When he competed in the Big Ten Championship on May 25,1935, he had the greatest day in 

the history of modern track competition 

3- He didn’t think he would even be able to participate because he had strained his back a few 

weeks earlier 

4- Although he couldn’t even jog at the warm-up before the meet, he decided to compete in the 

100-yard dash 

5- once he got off to a perfect start. He finished the dash in 9.4 seconds, matching the world record 

6- While his coach had advised Owens to take only a single long jump, he leaped almost 27 feet 

and beat the world record by nearly a half-foot 

7- Owens won the 200-yard dash in 20.3 seconds thus, he set another world record 

8- Besides he finished the 220-yard low hurdles in 22.6 seconds and broke an 11-year-old world record 

F 

1- a  2- c      3- c        4- b    5- d 

6- c 7- a    8- a          9- d 10- c 

11- (a) such → so 

12- (d) even → even if 

13- (b) however → although 

14- (d) because of → because 

15- (a) although→ because 
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A 

1 → d 

2 → f 

3 → a 

4 → e 

5 → c 

6 → b 

B 

1→ limp 

2 → viable 

3 → dawned 

4 → oozed 

5 → donate 

6 → intake 
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C 

1 → preparing 

2 → feeling 

3 → as 

4 → commenting 

5 → when 

6 → hearing 

7→ who 

8 → when 

9 → knowing 

10 → announcing 

D 

2- Rising 1250 feet, the Empire State Building in New York City is one of the highest buildings in 

the world and a top tourist attraction 

3- Completed in 1914,  the Panama Canal allows ships to pass between the Atlantic and Pacific 

Ocean without having to make the long journey around Cape Horn 

4- Extending over 1500 miles, the Great Wall of China, which was begun in the 3rd century B.C, 

was not completed until more than a thousand years later 

5- Hoping to control floods,and supply electricity , Egypt, with Soviet assistance, built the huge 

Aswan High Dam between 1960 and 1970 

6- Completed by the Emperor Titus in 80 A.D, the Coliseum in Rome was used for gladiatorial 

contests and wild beast displays 

7- Derided by many when it was finished in 1889, the Eiffel Tower has become a beloved symbol of paris 

8- Installed in 1856, the bell in the great clock tower of the Houses of Parliament in London was 

named “Big Ben” for Sir Benjamin Hall 
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E 

1- An olympic athlete must be strong both physically and mentally.First of all, if youhope to 

compete in an Oympic sport, you must be physically strong.Furthermore, an aspiring Olympian 

must train rigorously for many years. For the most demanding sports, they train several hours a 

day, five or six days a week, for ten or more years.In addition to being physically strong, he or 

she must also be mentally though. This means that you have to be totally dedicated to your sport, 

often giving up a normal school, family, and social life. Being mentally strong also means that he 

or she must be able to withstand the intense pressure of international competition with its 

attendant media coverage. Finally, not everyone can win a medal, so they must possess the inner 

strength to live with defeat. 

you→ he/she        hope → hopes         they → he/she       train → trains you → he/she 

have to → has to         your → his/her 

2- English has almost become an international language. Except for Chinese, more people 
speak it than any other language. Spanish is the official language of more countries in the 
world, but more countries have it as their official or unofficial second language. More than 
70 percent of the world’s mail is written in it. In international business, it’s used more than 
any other language, and it’s the language of airline pilots and air traffic controllers all over 
the world. Moreover, although French used to be the language of diplomacy, it has 
displaced it throughout the world. Therefore, unless you plan to spend your life alone on a 
desert island in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, it is auful language to know. 

It → english           It → english It → englishIt → english           It → english         It → english 

F 

1-b  2- c     3- a                   4- d    5- d 

6- a 7- a       8- c                     9- b       10- d 

11- (a) to feel → feeling 

12- (b) a taxi took me → I took a taxi 

13- (a) annoying  → annoyed 

14- (a) because→ because of 

15- (c) the doctor reassured bob → Bob  reassured 
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A 

Verb Noun Adjective Adverb 
assert assertion assertive assertively 

intrude intrusion/intruder intrusive 
compel compelling compellingly 

urge urgency urgent urgently 
insist insistence insistent insistently 

embarrass embarrassment embarrassing embarrassingly 

B 

  1- compellingly        4- embarrassed 

 2- insistent 5- intruder     

 3- assertion 6- urgently 
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C 

2- that he/she drive on the left 

3- that people remove their shoes before going inside a house 

4- that people not to eat pork products 

5- that a sick person should take a vitamin C 

6-that a sick person should have a lot of homemade chicken soup 

7-that a waiter not be summoned by whistling 

8-that a waiter be summoned by whistling 

D 

2-  we would have to use our fingers to eat 

3-  not been discovered we wouldn’t have had electric lights, movies, television, and computers 

4-  existed many years ago people would have traveled extensively then 

5- not available throughout the world; as a result, fashions, musics, and basic values 

wouldn’t be very similar in many places 

6- not been developed, businesses wouldn’t have been able to obtain the data they need to 

 function in today’s competitive world 

7- the general public wouldn’t have easy access to extensive knowlege 

E 

1→descending order 

Reason: my chief reson for choosing..... (start with the most impotant) 

2→ascening order 

Reason: last, and perhaps most important in terms of..... (ends with the most important) 
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F 

  1-  b 2- b 3- a            4-d              5- c 

6- c 7- d 8- a             9- c         10- c 

11- (c) go out → went out 

12- (a) if were → were 

13- (b) complain → complained 

14- (d) would → will 

15- (b) is given → be given 
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A 

1→ d 

2 → f 

3→ e 

4 → c 

5 → b 

6 → a 

B 

1- inkling        2- frowned          3- half-heartedly          4- sweltering            5- merchandise          6- accumulate 
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C 

1- we had been able to 

2- we had realized 

3- he will keep 

4- there will be 

5- we could contact 

6-were not 

7-we had 

8-this won’t be 

9- we knew 

10- it will be 

D 

2- I would rather you didn’t wipe your feet on the carpets 

3- what if they don’t accept your explanation. 

4- it’s time we paid the bill. 

5- suppose, I complained to the police? 

6-they’d rather (that) we went with them. 

7-she acts as if she were the member of the club. 

8-it’s about time that you gave your parents a call. 

E 

1→1 

2→ 2-3-4-7-8 

3→9 

4→ no 

5→yes 
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F 

   1-  d 2- d 3- a         4- c            5- b 

 6- d             7- b 8- d           9-d               10- a 

11- (b) have→ had 

12- (b) were → be 

13- (b) which→whose 

14- (a) to begin→ having begun/begining 

15- (c) would proceed→would have proceed 
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